Community Champ Crusade...
becoming The Kindness Kid

Leader’s Guide

This unique, thought provoking interactive board game strengthens students’ core
SEL competencies as they show Respect, Generosity, Consideration and Altruism
to become The Kindness Kid and win the Community Champ Cup!

With simple rules and bright colors, students make responsible decisions as they move
along the game board to earn Eyes, Ears, Hands, a Smile and of course a Heart
to draw their Kindness Kid.

Using everyday life situations from, home, school, playground, library and senior center,
students answer True or False questions and go along the game board. As they give the
correct answers, they are moving, gesturing and actively participating.

Travelling through the Community, they slip into “Selfish Slop”, climb out onto the “Good
Deed Bridge”. trip into the “Ditch of Disrespect”, ride out on the “Road of Respect”, fall
into “Impolite Pothole”. take the “Polite Path”, jump over “Careless Cracks”, drive the
“Considerate Curve”, avoid the “Rude Rut”, circle along the “Altruistic Arch” and
go through the “Tunnel of Care”.
When the Crusade is complete, students have demonstrated their understanding of
Consideration, Generosity, Altruism and Respect throughout the Community.

Before starting the game, please display the “Community Champ Crusade...becoming
The Kindness Kid” game page (on the next page) and distribute tokens; they can be
anything you want (e.g., paper clips, coins, erasers).
With all students seated, read the opening lines:

Community Champ Crusade...
becoming The Kindness Kid

To become The Kindness Kid you will need to earn
Eyes, Ears, Hands, a Smile and of course, a Heart.
Throughout the Community, you will earn these as you show
Respect, Generosity, Consideration and Altruism.
Complete your Kindness Kid to win the Community Champ Cup!

We are Ready to Play!
Place your token on Start.
Here’s our first True or False Question:
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Community Champ Crusade...
becoming The Kindness Kid

To become The Kindness Kid you will need to earn
Eyes, Ears, Hands, a Smile and of course, a Heart.
Throughout the Community, you will earn these as you show
Respect, Generosity, Consideration and Altruism.
Complete your Kindness Kid to win the Community Champ Cup!
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Community Champ Crusade... becoming The Kindness Kid

Leader Questions

1.

You show RESPECT when you listen quietly as an older person speaks to you.
Touch your ears if you think this is True.
The answer is True. Move ahead 3 spaces.

2.

You are being ALTRUISTIC when you offer to carry your great aunt’s groceries
up the stairs.
Walk in place if you think this is True.
The answer is TRUE. This is a Good Deed.
Move ahead 3 spaces to the Good Deed Bridge.

3.

When your brother needs to use a pencil, you do not offer to lend yours.
Blink twice if you think you are being GENEROUS.
You are NOT being GENEROUS. You slip into the Selfish Slop.
Move to the Selfish Slop.

4.

You are GENEROUS when you spend the time to make a handmade gift for your
Grandma.
Touch your heart if you think this is True.
The answer is TRUE. This is a Good Deed.
Take the Good Deed Ladder out of the Selfish Slop to the House.

5.

You are CONSIDERATE when you help your Mom clean-up after dinner because
she is very tired.
Wave your hands if you think this is True.
The answer is True. Move ahead 2 spaces to the EYES.
Draw the EYES on the Kindness Kid.

6.

You are being ALTRUISTIC when you let your classmate go ahead of you in line.
Hop on one foot if you think this is True.
The answer is TRUE. Move ahead 2 spaces.

7.

You yell out a question when your teacher is giving instructions to the class.
Touch your head if you think you are showing RESPECT.
You are NOT showing RESPECT. Move Ahead 1 space.
You fall into the Disrespectful Ditch.

8.

When your coach introduces you to his father, you say hello and shake hands.
Shake your hands if you are showing RESPECT.
You are showing RESPECT. Take the Road of Respect out of the Ditch to the flower.
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Community Champ Crusade... becoming The Kindness Kid

Leader Questions page 2

9.

When you see your teacher carrying a large stack of books, you stop drawing and
offer to help her.
Touch your knees if you think you are being CONSIDERATE.
You are being CONSIDERATE. Move ahead 2 spaces to the EARS.
Draw EARS on the Kindness Kid.

10.

When you accidently bump the person next to you in line, you do NOT say
excuse me.
Kick your foot if you think you are being CONSIDERATE.
You are NOT being CONSIDERATE. Move ahead 3 spaces.
You stumble into the Impolite Pothole.

11.

You are POLITE when you say thank you to your teammate for teaching you how
to dribble the basketball better.
Pretend to dribble a basketball if you think this is True.
The answer is True. You are being POLITE and your teammate is being GENEROUS
with his Time and Talent.
Take the Polite Path out of the Impolite Pothole to the SMILE.
Draw the SMILE on the Kindness Kid.

12.

Uh oh! You’ve hit a Red Light at Gesture Jam. Stand up.
We need to make the correct Gesture Signal on each space to move ahead.
Respect
Generous
Considerate
Multigenerational
Community
Altruistic

13.

You volunteer with your Grandpa at your local library to read stories to the nursery
school students.
Act like you are reading a book if you think you are being ALTRUISTIC.
The answer is True; you are being ALTRUISTIC. Move ahead 4 spaces.

14.

You forget to say thank you to the Librarian for getting the book you requested.
Touch your chin if you think you are being CONSIDERATE.
You are NOT being CONSIDERATE. Move ahead 1 space.
You tripped on the Careless Crack.
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Leader Questions page 3

15.

You are CONSIDERATE when you help a Senior Citizen log on to the computer
at the Library.
Pretend to type on a computer if you think this is True.
The answer is True. You are being CONSIDERATE.
Take the Considerate Curve to the Book.

16.

You are showing RESPECT when you follow the rules in the Library, such as
speaking quietly and not eating or drinking.
Say “shhhhhh” if you think this is True.
The answer is True. You are showing Respect.
Move ahead 1 space to the HANDS.
Draw HANDS on your Kindness Kid

17.

You and your Grandma make cookies for the Senior Center.
Spin in a circle if you (and your Grandma) are being GENEROUS.
The answer is True; you are GENEROUS. Move ahead 1 space.

18.

When your elderly aunt is talking to you, you roll your eyes and shake your head.
Shake your head if you think you are showing RESPECT.
You are NOT showing RESPECT. Move ahead 1 space into the Rude Rut.
You are stuck in the Rude Rut.

19.

You are ALTRUISTIC when you rake your elderly neighbor’s leaves without being
asked and without being paid.
Pat yourself on the back if you think this is True.
The answer is True. Take the Altruistic Arch to the Rainbow. Your Altruism sends
you through the Tunnel of Care and lands you on the Star.

20.

You are GENEROUS when you and your friends put on a play at the Senior Center.
Touch your shoulders if you think this is True.
The answer is True. Move ahead 3 spaces to the HEART. Draw a HEART on the
Kindness Kid.

Your Crusade is complete and so is your Kindness Kid. You have won the Community
Champ Cup! You have shown Consideration, Generosity, Altruism and Respect throughout
your Community.
Take some time to finish drawing your Kindness Kid to look like YOU!
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